A movement necessarily implies something moved, a space in which the movement has taken place, two localities from which and to which the thing has heen transferred, a period of time which the operation has occupied, and an influence or power or agency hv which the result has been accomplished.
In investigating a phenomenon of this description the first thing is, as in making hare soup, to catch the hare?to obtain positive proof of the existence of the object regarding which movement is predicated ; the next thing to prove that the movement has taken place ; and, in logical order, the last step in the process of inquiry is to ascertain, bv observation and analysis, how the movement has been brought about.
In a series of articles "on some prominent fallacies in epidemiology" which appeared in our It is weary and disheartening to have so often to reiterate this very obvious truth; but the need of its repetition arises more frequently than the repetition.
